John - just in the event there was any doubt in your mind about who butters the bread of folks like Miriam Ross of Survival International who we first came across when SI made "much mention" of De Beers participating in the wiping out of the "endangered" Bushman South African tribe and the instant I informed Ms. Ross about Edward Jay Epstein's, The Diamond Invention and how to tie in its author, Edward Jay Epstein spelling out the so extraordinary devious nature of De Beers, Ms. Ross went so very nauseatingly "deafeningly silent".

You do understand perfectly well why it is that time is very much on the side of those who armed with knowledge know better than to come up with all the excuses in the world not to pull out all stops to inform those not yet corrupted and of course that includes all your Sudanese brothers still believing that you are "fighting the right fight".

You haven't forgotten that there is a clear record of who exactly amongst us 7 billion odd human beings knew about De Beers pivotal role in the Diamond Invention that explains very clearly why, who, when and what the De Beers diamond syndicate, backed by the 3 Branches of the United States Government, did and continue to do that allows the filthy rich to trickle down the cost of getting rich on to the backs of the poor who are not stupid just very misinformed and currently financially poor.

You haven't forgotten that it is not only the United States National Security Council and the NSA who eavesdrop on each one of our communiqués that in the very next instant could share such knowledge of who knew what and when did they know it and chose instead to "play ostrich".
And remember this does not even include how One Almighty God chooses to take His-Her vengeance on such miserable humans who know just like each one of us that our time is limited.

Yes, even I have to very carefully gauge the best use of my time and resources to share my knowledge of exactly who I know, knew all they needed to know about De Beers and why they also felt they were above it all to bother informing everyone they knew for fear that it would interfere with their gravy train.

Increasingly you have a better sense of the number of people getting “up to speed” in places like Peru supplying southern California with Peru's natural gas reserves paid for with worthless-fictitious DeBeers-US Dollars which not only serve to promote US-DeBeers-Dollars but when Peru's corrupt government then recycle in the form of “kick backs”, those monies back to the US and places like Canada whose corrupt business people in conjunction with corrupt elected and non-elected Government officials then use these very same blackened hand monies to purchase mining concessions to extract Peru's gold and natural gas.

So you notice how increasingly little room you have to maneuver, all the while each and every day you have to look yourself in the mirror and say, "How much uglier can a hypocrite look?"

Could you please send me a photo of an ant that you think looks pretty.

Don’t you agree God is a genius, beginning with the way He-She works not only our consciences but those in our immediate surroundings?

Of course you understand that this “game of life” is all about the choices we make beginning with the “company we keep” and the more quickly you separate from those only wanting your company in order to make you feel guilty when not pulling out all stops to co-opt-corrupt you, so you not only feel that much better about yourself, you also notice how much more intelligent you are to deal with such miserable selfish future shellfish.

-----Original Message-----
From: Mr@survival-international.orG
Sent: Monday, December 31, 2007 1:20 PM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: REMEMBRANCE

I will be out of the office until 2 January.

Best wishes,
Miriam